Wireless Wave Control System
‘WORLD’s SAFEST CONTROL SYSTEM FOR PUMP OPERATOR AND JET OPERATOR’

The Wireless Wave Control System integrates wireless technology with a brand new ergonomic design
and safety features that will benefit both contractor, operator and client alike. A revolution for the
industry.

Wireless control up to 500 meters
The essence of the Wireless Wave Control System
(WWCS) is crystal clear: jet operators no longer need to
drag a signal cable in order to control their high pressure
water unit. Instead: a WWCS Reception Module is installed
on the high pressure unit. It receives wireless operating
signals from the jetting operators’ gun or foot gun, or the
machine operators’ Master Control up to a distance of 500
meters. The system complies with all required industry and
safety directives, such as ATEX/EMC.
•
•
•
•
Ergonomic Wire Wave Gun

Amazing ergonomic gun and impressive hose control;
Simple, safe and reliable operation;
Trouble-free track record since its introduction;
Increasing number of HP units equipped with WWCS;

Wireless Wave Control System

Jet Operator in full attire

Wireless Wave Master Control

Wireless Wave Foot Gun

Safe time, energy and money

WIRELESS

The wireless way of working is not only easier and lighter for
the operators, it also prevents costly ‘down time’ due to
damaged signal cables or the necessity to install long
lengths of extra signal cables.
Safest spray gun in the world

• Safest wireless control system in the world;
• Wireless connection replaces signal cables;
• Wireless Master Control enhances safety;
• New safety and manoeuvrability features;
• All accessories ATEX zone 2 approved.

Users’ comments:
“Fits comfortably in your hand and the rotating handle
is great!”
“Much less vibration and we finally got rid of those
cables!”
“Finally a gun specially designed for users!”

On top, the light weight Wireless Wave Gun is easy to
handle and offers new manoeuvrability options, due to the
handle that is moveable sideways, including two triggers
(vertical and horizontal). New safety features include a
trigger lock and an anti-vibration design. It makes the
WWCS gun the safest and easiest gun available in the
market.

• Compliant with all industry standards and
safety directives;
• Light weight wireless gun improves productivity;
• Constant bi-directional communication;
• Only system for safe operation Open Hose Control;
• Compatible with approved high pressure
jetting systems.
Wireless Wave Master Control
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